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Naval guns open fire in support of Lebanese
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - US. naval guns hammered away at Druse
artillery positions in Lebanon's central mountains yesterday and for the
first time a U.S. spokesman said the
firing was in support of the Lebanese
army's defense of Souk el-Gharb.
The government's Radio Beirut reported fighting raged into the night in
the mountain town overlooking the
Lebanese capital. An army communique said s Lebanese Bulldog reconnaissance plane crashed near the
Druse mountain town of Aley "and
the fate of the two pilots is still unknown."
It was the third time in the 16 days
of renewed civil war that U.S. ships
have opened fire and the first time
since Syria warned Sunday that its
troops in Lebanon would fire back if
attacked by American ground, air or

sea forces.

Druse spokesmen in Beirut claimed
the American shells landed in about
five towns around Souk el-Gharb and
an undetermined number of civilians
were killed. But U.S. officials insisted
the guns were firing at military positions.
Israeli Druse leaders protested to
U.S. Ambassador Samuel Lewis in
Tel Aviv, claiming Washington was
supporting the Christian Phalangists
against the Druse in the fighting. The
Druse sect is an offshoot of Islam.
FRENCH FOREIGN Minister
Claude Chevsson, whose government
has troops in the multinational force
in Beirut, also criticized American
military intervention in the civil war.
He said be did not believe the U.S.
operations and particularly the Naw

shelling "is the best method to military and the U.S. diplomatic
achieve" a settlement.
corps personnel. The naval gunfire
The destroyer John Rodgers and support missions are defensive acthe guided missile cruiser Virginia tions."
fired repeated barrages in the morning and again in the afternoon as the
A STATE DEPARTMENT official
U.S. trained Lebanese Army's 8th in Washington, who requested anoBrigade fought with Druse and Pales- nymity, suggested the loss of Souk eltinian guerrillas attacking Souk el- Gharb could spell a major defeat for
Gharb, the mountaintop town nine American policy and lead to a reasmiles southeast of Beirut that over- sessment of whether the Marine force
looks the U.S. Marine base at the should remain in Lebanon.
Beirut airport.
"The naval gunfire support was
The White House announced last
conducted on military targets threat- week the Marine command in Beirut
ening the Lebanese armed forces had been authorized to call in naval
defending Souk el-Gharb," U.S. Em- fire support when the Marines and
bassy spokesman John Stewart said. other troops of the multinational
"Successful Lebanese armed forces forces were threatened and when the
defense of the area is vital to the Lebanese army was threatened with
safety of U.S. personnel, including the loss of a position from which the
U.S. multinational forces, other U.S. Marines could be attacked.

Previously U.S. officials ordered
retaliatory shelling after the Marine
camp or other American installations
were shelled.
A Western military source said the
attackers penetrated Souk el-Gharb
twice, but the army drove them out
each time. The Druse and Palestinians left behind SO bodies after one
attack, and two of their tanks were
destroyed, the source, who asked not
to be identified, said.
He also said the defenders "ran
very abort of ammunition." and shells
from the U.S. ships offshore were
trucked to the garrison.
WARRANT OFFICER Charles
Rowe of San Francisco, a Marine
spokesman, said the Marine camp at
the airport was hit with two rockets

before the naval barrage, but none of
the 1,200 Americans were injured.
The Marines took refuge in sandbagged bunkers and foxholes, but
there were no reports of retaliatory
Druse shelling after the UJS. barrages. However, Marine officers said
forward positions came under smallarms fire.
Army communiques said the three
surviving Hawker Hunter jets of the
Lebanese air force struck at insurgent positions near Souk el-Gharb.
The army also said its artillery
shelled Syrian army rocket launchers
in the northern Lebanese province of
Batroun to stop them from shelling a
makeshift airfield where the Lebanese planes are kept near Byblos. M
miles north of Beirut.

SLS acts
as model
by Janet Boyer
slot* reporter

Editor's note: This is the first la a
two-part series on the Student Legal
Service. Today's article deals with
help the board wants to give to other
universities.
Although 25 to 30 states have some
form of student legal service at their
universities, the SLS program at this
University will be the first program of
its kind in Ohio, Brian Baird, underEdilate student government presit, said last week.
As a result, 12 state schools who
have expressed interest in having an
SLS program are using the University's potential system as a model to set
up their own. he said.
Baird made an appeal to the SLS
board last week, asking them to put
together a comprehensive report on
the program so a presentation could
be made to the Ohio Student Association.
bg news staff/Jim Youll

. . .Two men in a tub

The SLS board is also planning
some other programs to help schools
set up a student legal service program, Leigh Hollingsworth, chair of
the Student Legal Service Board,
said.
The board wants to compile a step-

Brad Neff (left) and Rob Adams of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity sink their oars into the waters of Peregrine Pond
during the annual Phi Kappa Psi bathtub race held Saturday. Winners of the event included the Little Sisters of Kappa Sigma.
Phi Mu sorority, and the Delta Tau Delta fraternity. Gamma Phi Beta won the spirit award.

by-step pamphlet on establishing an
SLS program which would explain to
other universities how to avoid pitfalls and handle problems that might
be encountered in the process.
"WE WOULD like to make a concerted effort to give them information," Dave Ryan, public relations
director for SLS, said.
Cooperation is needed between all
the SLS programs, Ryan said.
If Ohio State University starts a
student legal service the cor
"■*
should be such that if a B. M t
gets in trouble in Columbus he or she
could use the OSU service, he said,
adding students would have better
coverage if more schools were involved.
There would also be some cost
advantages to working with other
universities, Ryan said. Specialised
services could also be shared.
There are some cases that need
specialized lawyers, such as foreign
students wishing to gain citizenship,
Ryan said.
Instead of schools hiring separate
lawyers to handle these types of
cases, schools could colaborate and
hire one lawyer to travel to different
schools and work on such cases, Ryan
said.

Pranks practical?

USSR increases
airliner search
WAKKANAI, Japan (AP) - The
Soviet Union yesterday increased its
fleet searching for wreckage of the
South Korean airliner it shot down
Sept. 1, and a South Korean research
ship with six frogmen also prepared
to join the sweep.
Japan reported finding more
wreckage from the Boeing 747, including a piece of the cabin wall and a
chunk of lightweight metal alloy.
Japanese officials said three more
submersible vehicles - two minisubs
and a diving bell - were added to the
19 Soviet ships and one minisub
searching west of the Soviet island of
Sakhalin, but there was no indication
they had located the principal target
of the hunt, the airliner's two flight
data recorders.
The recorders, carried in the tail of
the jumbo jet, might contain tapes of
cockpit conversations that would help
unravel the mystery of why the plane
strayed into Soviet airspace.
Three Soviet trawlers were cross-

ing an area about 24 miles north of the
Soviet island of Moneron with their
nets in the water. As the salvage ship
Kipektor reached the scene with a 36foot minisub and a diving bell about
12-feet in diameter, the survey ship
Gidronaut retrieved another minisub
from the water.
STILL ANOTHER minisub was observed operating from the rescue ship
Georgi Kozumin late Sunday night.
At least four U.S. Navy ships with
special underwater equipment, four
South Korean trawlers and three Japanese ships were searching an area
about three miles northeast of the
Soviet fleet.
The Pusan 851-C, a South Korean
research ship carrying six frogmen,
was preparing to join a large fleet of
Japanese patrol vessels and aircraft
searching in the Sea of Okhotsk along
the northeastern coast of Hokkaido.
The Japanese have reported the
recovery of more than 700 items be
Soe PLANE page 5

the bottom lineGet-together
arrangements
big business

SKOKIE, Hi. (AP) - Shell and Judy
N orris like school reunions so much
they've made them their business doing everything from making the
plans and arrangements to sending
invitations and tracking down missing classmates.
We do something nobody else
does," Norria said of their Class Reunion Inc. "We track down and find
alumni for reunion parties."
One grateful customer is Michael

Some Jokes aren't humorous
by Marcy Grande
staff reporter

Many students fail to consider the
consequences involved in playing
"harmless" practical iokes or "accidental" stunts that "didn't mean to
hurt anyone." Such feats include setting off false fire alarms, telephone
harassment and calling in bomb
threats, all of which are classified as
crimes of inducing panic.
What most students don't realize is
that these acts are in fact, first degree
misdemeanors and are punishable by
suspensions, fines and Jail terms
according to the Ohio Revised Code.
One student who was not aware of
these consequences is freshman David Hinckley of 240 Anderson.
Hinckley, according to one University operator, allegedly called in a
bomb threat on Aug. 30. As it turned
out. Judge Bachman of the Bowling
Green Municipal Court reduced his
charge to a misdemeanor charge of
disorderly conduct with persistence.
Hinckley was fined $150 and court
costs. He was sentenced to 30 days in

Stevenson, who was homesick for
Chicago after living in San Francisco
for years.
One day he called Class Reunion
and asked if they could throw a party
for Schurz High School's class of '58.
"We told him we're already doing
his reunion," Norris said. "We had
been looking for him!"
The couple have found graduates in
such far-flung spots as' Baghdad,
Iraq, and Vienna, Austria, since starting up about a year ago.

jail, but the sentence was waived
under the condition that Hinckley
would not commit a misdemeanor
violation or greater for the next two
i'ears and due to the fact that Hinckey had no prior criminal record.

Ohio Revised Code, which applies to
crimes of inducing panic, Hinckley
was subject to a maximum penalty of
one year's suspension from all secondary schools funded by the state of
Ohio, a $1,000 fine and six months in
jail.

HINCKLEVS CASE is lust one
example of students who fail to consider the consequences of their actions.
According to Associate Director of
Public Safety Dean Gerkens, the operator said Hinckely called and told
her a bomb was set to go off at 8 a.m.
the next morning in University Hall.
"The GTE operator in the Centrex
building called Public Safety to report
the threat and receive authorization
to trace the call," Gerkens said.
"The call was traced to Hinckley's
room where officers were sent to
question him. He was arrested and
charged with inducing panic, then
released on his own recognizance
(under the condition be appear in
court on bis appointed date)." Gerkens said.
According to House BUI 511 of the

"1 CANT believe I actually got in
trouble for this," Hinckley said, decribing the incident as one of those
unintentional feats which get out of
hand. He said the circumstances of
the incident were misunderstood.
"I didn't mean for it to happen,"
Hinckley said. "It was lust an experiment I was doing with some stereo
equipment I had the receiver taken
apart and I think they (the operators)
got a hold of our line, because we
didn't even dial them.
"While I was experimenting, I was
saying tots of things into the phone,
just babbling into it (the receiver)
and testing it out I mumbled about
how I dreaded going to sociology in
University Hall and then I said something about bombing it That must
have been when the operator cut in

and heard me," Hinckley said.
Setting false fire alarms and telephone harassment which fall under
the category of inducing panic
according to the Ohio Revised Code,
are first degree misdemeanors ana
are punishable by a maximum gf gur.
months in jail and a $1,000 fine.
POLICE BLOTTERS show that
over a period of three weeks, there
have already been four incidents of
telephone harassment and three
cases of setting off false fire alarms.
Gerkens said students should be
aware that telephone calls can easily
be traced.
"All victims (of telephone harassment) have to do is leave their
phone off the hook when the offending
parry calls, and the call can be traced/' Gerkens said, adding that while
victims leave the phone off the hook,
they must call Public Safety from
another phone to notify them of the
caU, and Public Safety will have a
GTE employee tap the phone and
trace to where the call is coming
from.
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• Fire up tor Worgomes Page 3
• BYU stomps BG 63-28 Page 7
Showers and thunderstorms today
with a high m the rmd-70s Cloudy dnd
cooler tonight with a low in the upper40s
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editorial
Black Miss America
symbolizes change
When Vanessa Williams accepted the crown of Miss
America and took her victory walk Saturday night, she
was walking in the footsteps of dozens of other Miss Americas, with one exception - they were all white.
Williams' win signals change in the beauty/scholarship
pageant which virtually banished black women until the late
'50s when the restriction was lifted. However, it was not until
1970 that a black women even entered the contest.
Four black entrants in this year's pageant is a hopeful sign
that race may have crossed another all-white barrier. Up
until this time, only 12 contestants have been black.
An article in People magazine quoted Debra Sue Maffett,
the outgoing Miss America as saying, "This is the year of the
black Miss America." Maffett's words were a good omen as a
talented gallery of black contestants enhanced the likelihood
of the crowning of a black woman.
Yet Williams' title is not just tokenism. The 20-year-old
junior musical theater major at Syracuse University became
the first black woman in the pageant's history to capture both
the swimsuit and talent events.
Williams' first place finish has brought applause and
accolades from members of the black community, most
vocally from the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People who have long contended that black women
have been overlooked as candidates for the crown.
Some whites, not so happy with the outcome, contend a
black Miss America will not be representative of the country
which she will serve. However, the victorious Williams
denied such allegations.
"Just because I'm black doesn't mean I'm going to favor
every black position. I'm my own person with my own
opinions."
The JVews only hopes the step Williams has taken for the
black community will not take another three decades to be
repeated.

Lawns, gunky grills,
flies won't be missed
For as long as I can remember,
summer has been good to me - grape
popsicles and pink lemonade, cookouts and picnics, beaches and frisbees, running through the sprinkler
and swimming, watermelon, rainibU-tanned girls and the Beach
■Boj , not being in school and sleeping
till noon, just hanging out and so on.
It's a pleasant time, and I love
summer... for the most part, any.
way.
But I'm basically hard to please, and
after looking back on this summer which officially ends tomorrow - I've
compiled a list of things I hate about
summer:
• flies... Flies appear at the top of
my list for good reason. I hate flies
more than anything else about summer - so much so that I've accumulated 500 shares of stock in Acme Fly
Swatter Inc. I don't know which I hate
worse: their uncomfortable and annoying tickle or their repulsive habits
(they defecate and regurgitate)
whenever they land.
• picking weeds (especially dandelions). .. It's literally an impossible
Job - a weed's average root is three
feet long. And if the root isn't extracted completely, the weed - sometimes overnight - pops up again. It's
safe to assume no one has ever picked
a weed - at least not an entire weed.
Some weeds even excrete a sticky,
cream-colored pus. Thanks, but no
thanks.
• humidity (especially when accompanied by extreme heat) and perspiration. .. These two go hand in hand.
As far as I'm concerned, there's no
place for either of them in the free
world. I wouldn't mind sweating all
that much - except that when I sweat,
I stick to things. And I hate sticking to
thinns.
• black tar streets and parking
lots... It seems I only 'come across
them when the sun is at it's hottest
and I'm walking on bare feet. There's
nothing else like it - except maybe
dancing on red-hot, burning coals.
•hotnights... I take heart, though,
because there's always at least one
hour a night when it's cool enough to
sleep. I catch up on my sleep time in
theTall.

ing bow no one ever sees crickets.
Maybe they're invisible.
• mowing the lawn... What's the
sense of it? The grass is Just going to
get high again, right? So why bother?
The problem is: my parents want me
to bother - about once a week - so I do.
• smelling week-old grass clippings... I'll Just say, it's no wonder the
clippings - like cow manure - make
excellent fertilizer for gardens.
• flies... (see flies, above).
• mosquitoes... I don't hate them
as much as flies because they're
slower and easier to smash and kill.
• bees... I've always let them have
as much space as they want In fact, I
run from mem - Just as I would a sexstarved rhinoceros.
• cleaning the barbecue grill... It's
almost not worth that unmatched,
delicious charcoal flavor. Even arsonists have trouble starting the fire and
keeping the coals Ht. And the grill
grease - something I call "gunk" - is
probably one of the last things I want
smeared all over me and my clothes.
• baseball... It's boring. But everyone knows that, right? Besides,
I'm from the Cleveland area and the
professional franchise in "the Plum"
never seems to do too well.
• softball... Even though this sport
allows girls to play along also, it's still
too much like baseball.
• T-shirts. ..I'm not fat, but I don't
look good in them.
• snorts... Maybe my legs are too
thin, but I don't look good in those,
either.
•sunglasses... (see T-shirts and
shorts explanation).
• flip-flops (also called thongs)... I
never wear them anymore because
they make weird noises and always
fall off while I'm walking, and I end
up tripping and looking foolish.
• summer jobs... Don't say sweat
shops are a thing of the past. Every
summer - it never fails - I work at
one, doing odd Jobs no other fool
would stoop to do.
• sand in my swimming trunks... I
don't think this one needs an explanation or comment.
• sunburns... I've experienced less
pain with broken bones than with
some memorable sunburns.
• flies... I hate flies.
But I love summer.

• crickets... It's amazing how they Mark DiVincenzo, a staffreporter for
can make enough noise to drive a sane the News, is a senior journalism maperson otherwise. But it's also amaz- jor from Seven Hllla, Ohio.
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Buddy Young leaves memories
We all know now the death of a
public person can seem like a private
loss. I do not mean only the shared
large losses of presidents or popular
entertainers - the death of a Koosevelt or a Valentino, a Kennedy or a
Presley.
One feels an even more intimate,
almost proprietary, grief for people
whose fame was not shared with
everyone else - as for a singer who
never became a superstar butnad one
magical season whose concerts you
were lucky enough to attend.
Some people still alive have that
kind of importance for me - two
baritones, for instance: Todd Duncan,
because he was the first classical
singer I ever heard, and Giuseppe
Taddei, because I had been stunned
by his performance in a bit part from
an opera recorded in the '30s and was
able to get to New York through a
snowstorm for his one American appearance.

Luckman of the Chicago Bears, and
Doc Blanchard and Arnold Tucker of
Army. The ones I had not seen were
even more glamorous names for me Charlie Trippi of Georgia Tech and
George Ratterman of Notre Dame.
I must have heard of Buddy Younghe had been the star of the 1946 Rose
Bowl and had tied Red Grange's record of 13 touchdowns in a season at
the University of Illinois. But be could
not have been featured much in the
Sporting News or the other magazines
I read.
For one thing, be was black - and
even black football stars, few as they
were in the '40s, remained semi-invisible men. Also, Young had no gimmick, like Charlie Trippl's passes
from mid-leap, or George Ratterman's mastery of the T-tormation,
which was still a mystery to college
defenses. I cannot be sure, then, that I
had even heard of Young, or knew be
was to play that night. But alter that
night, l would never forget him.

But the death of Buddy Young, two
It was a sizzling evening in Soldier
weeks ago, stirred even earlier memories. When I was 13, my father had Field, enough to make "gridiron" a
promised to take me to the 1947 Col- ghastly literalism. The college playlege All-Star Game. Many of my ers could not return to their dressing
heroes would be there, and I had seen room at halftone, it had become such
only three of them play before - Sid an oven. They sprawled under and

around one goalpost while the band
did its marching under flares in a
darkened stadium.
The pros were favored - Luckman
was the master from whom Ratterman had learned the T. Doc Blanchard would be playing without his
"Mr. Inside," Glenn Davis, who was
injured. The college line was not
considered strong enough to hold the
Bears or protect Its own.
But the defensive line did hold the
and the offensive line did not
ve to do much, once Ratterman got
the ball to Young. Young, short (5 feet
4 inches), a track star, said his light
weight, 165 pounds, Just made it easier for him to run as many yards, in
any game, as his pounds registered on
the scale.
KM;

The pattern of the night was set in
the collegians' first drive, when
Young came booming out of the backfield, stopped in mid-flight like an
arrested cannonball, and then spurted
back and forth through the hands of
most of the Bears' team. He squirted
through the line as fast as he shot
around ends. He ran 70 yards to gain
30. threading back and forth through
totally disoriented defenders.
When a 24-yard run through the line

was called back, Ratterman just gave
It to Young again, and he went
through the same spot for 26 yards.
When the all-stars were thrown for a
big loss to their own 13, Ratterman
flipped a flat pass out to Young, who
took It be a labyrinthine route out to
the 46. On a field full of stars and
famous names, Young outshone everyone, pro as well as amateur. There
was never any question, from the
early minutes, who would be the Most
Valuable Player.
Young had a short pro career,
though dazzling. He still holds the
Baltimore Colts record for a punt
return (104 yards). But even a fleet
little bundle of energy like Young was
bound to get caught on occasion, and
the punishment of being thumped on
by players twice his weight was an
ordeal he would have been crazy to
prolong.
Still, on one night, he was the best
there was - for me, the best there ever
can be. I never had a chance to meet
him or thank him for the bright ember
he left behind him in my memory. It
must glow in others as well. Some
things the dead have done do not die.
Gary Wills is a columnist for the
United Press Syndicate.

After test, subjects wear red shoes
This business of surviving in an
institution of higher learning gets
tougher all the time. The saying goes
- "Publish or Perish," meaning scholars research and publish their results,
or face banishment from the kingdom
or some unknown worse fate.

ber of them demonstrated a strong
tendency to wear British flags, and
just as significant a number tended to
play the guitar on their notebooks, on
their pencils, or anything that happened to be in their hands at the time.
A large percentage of the females in
the study never combed their hair
again, while over 50 percent of the
males used Brylcream to make their
bangs stand perpendicular to their
faces. Females began to walk or run
in place while dancing, and the males
were observed trying to do splits
while dancing.

Realizing this, I recently did my
first experiment and wrote up the
results, beginning the long, hara road
to publication. Much to my dismay,
every Journal I submitted my findings
to would promptly send them back
with "REJECTED and don't ever try
this again" stamped boldly across the
cover page. You be the judge; take a
good look at my experiment as outlined below and tell me if I was Short Cuts
worthy of such harsh treatment.

The most significant finding of all,
though, was the strength of addiction
to MTV that developed. All the subjects have since occupied 92 percent
of their waking hours viewing MTV,
and many will sink into a manic-depressive state if forced to go without
MTV for more than 48 hours. When
interviewed, the parents and teachers
of the children reported that they
were still very functional, but they
could not understand why the children
were suddenly all wearing red shoes.
After reading this. I am sure you
will agree that this discovery, bound

for glory, was unjustly cut down in its
prune. No hard feelings though, no
despair, the spirit of discovery must
me going in pursuit of truth. In
I've already begun my next
the effects of Thursday nights
on Friday classes. The results are to
be published soon in a popular journal
near you.
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
Candidate in interpersonal and public
communication.

First, I needed a research question
important or relevant to the study of
humankind. The decision was easy. I
decided to study the affects of MTV on
a person's development. Children are
great for studying development,
mainly because they are still developing. So I rounded up 5,000 children
in the Bowling Green area, between
the ages of 6 months and 16 years, and
brought them to the site of the experiment.
I had to control the external variables to make sure that it was MTV,
and nothing else in the environment,
that was affecting their development.
That was simple. 1 had them floating
in a sensory-deprivation tank, where
the senses of touch, taste, sound,
smell or sight would not influence the
results. Their heads were strapped,
face down to the bottom of the tank
where I had MTV blasting away continuously. There was no escape. They
would see and hear MTV, and I would
watch the results.
After six months my funding ran
out. I could no longer afford the oxygen or intravenous feeding equipment. So I let the subjects out of the
tank and began to observe their behavior.
The results were remarkable. Upon
climbing out of the tank, all of the
subjects showed a pronounced predilection toward cutting the sleeves off
their sweatshirts. A significant num-

letters
Orientation successful
thanks to volunteers

years to come and hope that you carry and Buck McWilliams had taken
on the "We Care" spirit.
•WIOT to number one in a year.
While I maintain the highest profesDd.dBr.aUtl.
Marty H»H«r sional respect for the individual talCcvchakmon ents of both men, I take issue with
that statement
Oflafltdttofi Bodrd
The facts are WIOT has been fortunate enough to be the number one
station in Toledo, consistently,
FM-104 program radio
for several years, even before either
O'Connor or McWilliams joined our
manager presents
company.
ratings facts
A further glance at the Arbitral
In a recent BG News article on Radio Ratings will reveal that while
WRQN radio, which has recently WIOT overall has maintained Its ratshifted its base of operations from ings leadership in the Toledo market,
Bowling Green to Toledo, Chris the morning show itself, hosted at the
O'Connor was noted as saying that he time by O'Connor and McWilliams,

Volunteers are a dying breed in
today's society. Most people would
rather be paid for their time and
effort
This is not the case however at the
University; this year's new student
orientation was a perfect example. On
Saturday, Aug. 27, over 200 Orientation Board members, staff and leaders sacrificed their first Saturday
back to help ease the transition to
college life for some 3,500 freshmen
and transfer students.
The day consisted of interacting
sessions in the morning, a multimedia Clear Views
show, organizations open house, and
Playfair. Despite the intense beat and
humidity, the entire day was a great
success.
We wish to thank all of the organizations who set up booths at the open
house; the food service staff who were
responsible for feeding the new students; the orientation staff for coordinating activites and making
everthlng run like clockwork; Freddie and Frieda Falcon for showing the
new students the falcon spirit; and the
orientation leaders who gave the little
extra effort which make them stand
out as true University leaders.
Most of all we would like to thank
the freshman class and new transfer
students and welcome them to Bowling Green. We wish you success In the

was the victim of a steady decline in
audience over the past year. Further,
WIOT's morning show has never been
fortunate enough to be the number
one morning show in Toledo.
Implying anything else is a great
disservice to a number of talented
professionals, both currently and in
the past, who have contributed their
time and abilities to WIOT over the
years.
I thank you for this opportunity to
bring some more accurate facts to the
attention of your readers.
Terry Sullivan
Pnnjrem Director
WIOT Radio
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'Wargames' challenge student imagination
by Tom Reed
teportet

Brian Rader is fired up! It's Friday
night and the long week has finally
come to an end. Now, Rader has only
one thought on his mind - to have a
good time. He knows there is a good
possibility he won't be coming home
tonight but it's a chance he wfll have
Rader isn't going uptown or to a
party. He is headed toward Kreischer
Quadrangle's basement to indulge in
his favorite weekend activity, Dun-

geons and Dragons.
Rader is a member of the Fantasy
and Wargaming Society, a club which
meets every Friday night to play
fantasy games such as Dungeons and
Dragons, Traveller and Morrow Project.
At first glance fantasy games are
very complex and complicated. A
beginner may easily become overwhelmed with their endless rules and
restrictions. While each contest has a
starting point, many games do not
have a dear ending.
Playing a fantasy game is like

living inside a science fiction movie to hurdle these obstacles that will
where anything can happen, Eric ultimately decide his fate.
Siglin, president of the club, said.
Dungeons and Dragons, the club's
most popular game, is set in medieval
BEFORE STARTING any fantasy times. It is one of the games that does
game a player must first choose a not have a definite ending. When a
fictional character to represent him- player sucessfully completes an adself on an adventure. Each charac- venture he receives experience
ter's skills are different. Some can points. When he accumulates enough
display great feats of strength but not Suits, he advances to the next level.
be able to think their way out of a tight
Dungeons and Dragons there is no
situation. As the contest progresses set pattern, a player can choose what
the character encounters obstacles kind of adventure he wants to travel.
like dragons, magicians and Some like to search for treasures.
monsters. It is the character's ability Others like to fight dragons.

•dateline-

Sept. 20, 1983

Prints - More than 1,200
prints by such artists as
Van Gogh, Rembrandt,
Picasso ana Rockwell will
be on sale today through
Friday in the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Education - The Student
National Education Association is holding an organizational meeting for all
interested majors and minors tonight at 8 p.m in 112
Life Sciences Building.
Gob* - UAO is sponsoring a
four-person scramble golf
tournament to be held Sunday at the University golf
^course. Deadline for regis-

mation contact Darlene
Frank at 372-3937.
Officials - A workshop will
be offered on Oct. 18 from
1-6 p.m. in 118 Eppler Center tor anyone interested in
flfftfiating women's flag
football. Referrals may be
obtained at the Student
Employment Office. For
more information contact
the Intramural Sports Office in 108 Rec Center.
Saittag - The University
Club will hold an
itionl meeting toat 9 p.m. in 222 Math
Science Building. The
meeting is free and open to
all sailors and those interested in learning to sail.
For more information call

tration is tomorrow at 5
p.m. in the UAO office or
the Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
Sport - Windsurfing is the
select-a-sport event of the
week sponsored by the Student Recreation Center. A
special learning session
will be held all week from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Forrest Creason Golf Course
Pond. Admission is free
and open to the public.
Golden Key - An organizational meeting for the
Golden Key National
Honor Society will be held
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in 102
Business Administration
Building. For more infor-

MANAGEMENT
CLUB

BUY A DECORATE
WORK OF ART

Sept. 19-23
GRAND BALLROOM

and
General Information

'

»*w 10 a.m. - 5 p.nv

'sv>sWay,Pa>>*DutssH

—

by Jefl James
stall reporter

Last night's Bowling Green City
Council meeting was business as
usual with a unanimous vote to pass
an emergency expenditures for repair
due to last week's storm .
"Damage has been viewed to be
800,000 and the city will need the $75,
0 that is on the emergency ordinance tonight," Lyle Wright,
executive director of utilities, said.
He added all customer service has
been restored except for the Wood
County Fairgrounds.
Mayor Bruce Bellard proclaimed
last night that October has been del-

I

PRINT SALE

ELECTIONS

7:30 p.m.

Council finances last week's
costly damages from storm

Tl3BA

I

MYLES PIZZA PUB

516 E. Wooster

Mon.-Tues. 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.
-1 HOURS: Wed.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M.

352-1504

Sunday Noon - 2:00 A.M.
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY

Coupon Good

For

2 Free Like

•
- Pizza 9"
12"
3.20
4.25

.55

I rath Ground B«.f
Krvth Italian Snuiagv
H.-al Bacon Bin
Rval Baron S«ip»
ffv^h Omn P*ppvf.
hf«**h Tumaio Slicvt
WI...I* Whval D..uyh
Mild P«ppvr Hitup
Shrimp I. -.i. .i... M» .,

M
Doubl* Cheat*
Thif fa Dough
Canadian Bacon
Ground Buffalo
Fnr»h Onioni
Grvtfn Ofcwi
HI* fa OW.
Hot PapptfT Rings

•

On Delivery

$.40
Inside

- LOVERS PIZZA PUxa'a Mad* Specially For.
(Sorry — no substitutions)
9m

II-

and these other delicious
flavors:
'
t

\
j

•Mint Chocolate Chip
•Chocolate Peanut Butter
•Chocolate Chocolate Chip
•Mochachip
•Chocolate
..*< J

•Blueberry
•Chocolate Almond
• Butter Pecan
•Vanilla

■• Across from Harshman
Behind1 Finder's E. Wooster

rSENIORS

FREE DELIVERY

PU&

9 inch Pizza

OREO ICE CREAM

• Human Resources
• Industrial Psychology
• Industrial Relations and
All Interested Students

\ GUEST SPEAKER: Chuck Gallagher
I TOPIC: Personnel History .
„.„ „
I i.uTT..,"..
7:30-9:00 p.m. "'
Wed. Sept. 21
212 McFall Center

construction were to begin in the next
60 days, the city could save $17,000.
"We run into a problem if we go this
way (starting conduction in the next
60 days)," Hoffman said. "Since the
fire station is not yet completed, we
will need to find a temporary station
for that department. This could eat up
the money saved."
During lobby visitations, Joan Gordon, chair of the sesquicentennial
commission, briefly outlined the
events for the week's celebration.
Gordon told council the celebration
will last 10 days starting Sept. 30.
Highlighting the week is the Sesauicentennial/Homecoming Parade at 10
a.m. on Oct. 8.

JACK'S BAKERY
Featuring:

STUDENT PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATION

fess::;:-:;^^

Cheese
Each Item
Added
Item* available:

ared Handicapped Person Parking
Month. Handicap parking places in
the four major municipal parking
areas will be painted solid yellow with
the handicap parking emblem in the
middle.
Bellard said area merchants will be
asked to comply with the municipal
format for the month.
Bellard bluntly warned anyone
without a handicapped sticker to
"stay out of the designated parking
spaces."
Municipal Administrator Wesley
Hoffman told council a final bid has
been accepted for the construction of
the new city police station. Building
should start in March. However, ff

ORGANIZATION MEETING!

Wed. Sept. 21

t \l

Pam Moes at 352-8787.
V.I.P.- Volunteers in Progress will hold an informational meeting tonight at
8:30 p.m. in -207 Hanna
Hall. The Adopt-a-Grandparent. Campus Brothers
and Sisters, Sunshine
Home, New Campus
Friends and other special
projects will be discussed.
The meeting is free and
open to the public.
Magazine - Prairie Margins, the University undergraduate literary
magazine, will hold an organizational meeting today in the Mid-American
Review office, 104 Hanna
Hall at 7:30p.m. Themeeting is open to an.

EVERY PLAYER has his own fa- "The came isn't that exciting to
watch, out when you play it, now that
vorite game.
is a different story.
"Traveller is my game," Radar,
"It's a great escape from school
junior radio-television-film major, life. I can go play and totally forget
said. "There are nights when I will about the bad day I just had. It's
play for 24 hours at a time."
cheap, too."
While not all the group members
are as enthusiastic as Rader, most of
The club has acquired 25 full-time
the players really enjoy themselves, members in two years with little
Phil Bayman, junior radio-television- publicity, Siglin said.
film major, said.
"Our membership is strong, but I
"Playing D&D is like reading a think a few possible newcomers are
good book - once you get started, it's scared away by the rumors about
bard to put down," Bayman said; fantasy games, he said.

•

LEAVE YOUR MARK
AT BGSU!
Schedule your Senior
portrait for the
1984 Yearbook

MtMl Lnvtftt - Ground hvtH.

12 Inch Pizza

viusritjt- h<*m & canAdiAohdKon

i.Ot

7.0i

Coupon Good

Vfyviaimn Lowr
Black oiiv«t.
muthtnoms irnrvn pvppvrs And
i mofw on wholV «tWM dough

ft.M

71S

Br.-dkf.w Lr>wi> ■ r-rvth vtjgt and
ham x-.nv.iyv <>l hac-m »Klp«

3.70

Spi..- Lawn
P>*ppvr<mi
ojLumi and Italian tauMMj*

4.10

Wild WVM Lomt
(.round
KiHahi mn»hii«»m» ami
haciin -nip-

4 25

For

3 Free Like
On Delivery

$.60
Inside

! Beginning TODAY
9.M

*.M

750

9.23

r-nnd LoWfri - Sauv»^ rv«H
pvprvfitni mu*hnHinv* htaik
nAvtf* ham yrv.-n pvpp»*r»
..lion 4ii(1 tMtf«fhvtr]aV
Tfpnal l-.iwi.
Puu'applv and
-hi nip'i >Ah..U'uh*MT..i>uuh

7.25

1040

1230

15.50

4.75

6.7S

110

1013

14 Inch Pizza

FREE
|6-PackofPop
With Any 16"
| (2) Items Or More
I
Pizza.
ONI COUPON KM OHOKR
F.XPIRES in I* XI

Coupon Good
For

751 OFF

* 1.25 OFF

On Delivery

Any 14"
(1) Item Or More

$.80

PIZZA

PIZZA

4 Free Like

Inside

I'M CHITON I'KK "Kill H
I M'IRI- I" |'i -I

Any 16"
(1) Item Or More

o\l (.OtlflN IIH OHM V
I M'lHi - :
: -

I
I
I

1

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

310 Student Services
372-0086

j Th« KEY. It's YOU.
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Last witness
says rapist
not insane

AKRON, Ohio (AP)-'nie
state's last rebuttal witness took the stand yesterday in toe multiple rape
trial of Dr. Edward Franklin Jackson Jr., and closing
arguments are scheduled
today before the jury gets
the case.
Dr. Mabaahchandra Sastry, a psychiatrist from
Dayton and the state's last
rebuttal witness, said
Jackson may have psychological and emotional

Prison escapee surrenders
MONONA Iowa (AP)
- An armed prison escapee who had taken
two hostages ended a 24hour siege at a house
yesterday when his warden traded places with
the final captive and
persuaded him to sur-

render peacefully, authorities said.
An accomplice had
given up earlier in the
day after releasing the
first hostage.
Laura Ibde, 48,
walked out of the two-

story, wood frame house
at 4:45 p.m., slightly
more than 24 hours after
two Wisconsin prison escapees had taken her
and her husband, Les,
captive. The Ihdes appeared jto be uninjured
after their ordeal.

problems and need treatment. But he said the Columbus doctor wasn't
insane when he broke into
the homes of 30 women and
terrorized and raped them.
The defense said yesterday it did not have any
rebuttal witnesses, and
Franklin County Common
Pleas Judge Frederick
Williams scheduled closing
arguments for today. The
jury is expected to begin
deliberations tomorrow

EVERY TUESDAY
9PM - CLOSE

UNITED NATIONS
(AP) - The Soviet Union
yesterday questioned the
United States' fitness to
host the United Nations,
and the American delegate
replied the United States
will not stand in the way if
the membership wants to
move the headquarters.

insanity)," Saatry said.
The psychiatrist said the
measures Jackson took to
avoid capture and his meticulous selection of victims "indicate he had the
ability to control his actions If he wanted to."
Sastry said the victim
list found by police after
Jackson's arrest Sept 5,
1982. clearly shows Jackson knew the attacks were
wrong.

"He said at a later date
he wanted to compensate
them for what he bad done
to them," Sastry said.
SASTRY REJECTED
the diagnosis of expert defense witnesses who said
Jackson had an obsessivecompulsive disorder and a
paranoid schizophrenic
personality. Saatry said
Jackson has "compulsive
traits" but does nothave a
mental illness.

Committee on the eve of
the 38th annual General
Assembly session.
"We will put no impediments in your way."
The United States has
been the United Nations'
host since 1945 and contributes a quarter of its annual
budget of about $750 million.
Lichenstein was responding to remarks by Igor
Yakovlev, Soviet U.N. mission delegate, who had just
accused American authorities of "actions which have
made it impossible for the
head of the Soviet dele-

Sation to come take part"
i the General Assembly
session, which lasts for
about three months.
SOVIET FOREIGN Minister Andrei Gromyko has
headed the Soviet assembly delegation annually
since 1957. But Gromyko's
government scrapped his
nip this year because the
governors of New Jersey
and New York, upset over
the Soviet destruction of a
South Korean jetliner Sept.
1 with the loss of 269 lives,
have forbidden Gromyko's
plane to land at New York

or Newark international "bly's opening session toairports. The facilities are day. The number is second
closest to the U.N. head- only to the 42 at the 1970
quarters in New York.
session, which celebrated
Yakovlev charged in the the 25th anniversary of the
committee the U.S. gov- U.N. charter.
ernment and press were
Despite Gromyko's abwaging a coordinated
propaganda campaign sence, heads of state of two
against his country. He Soviet-allied Eastern Eusaid the case of "the Ko- ropean countries will atrean airliner is not yet tend - Pal Losonczi of
clear. To put labels on it Hungary and Henryk
Jablonski of Poland. Abo
would be premature."
The U.N. Secretariat expected are two Third
said yesterday that 38 World leftist leaders heads of state and govern- President Mengistua Haile
ment had sent word they Mariam of Ethiopia and
would attend the assem- Desi Bouterse of Surinam.

Dancer fired; says because of flab
NEWPORT Ky. (AP) The return of "taxi dancers" to a northern Kentucky night spot has
spawned a weighty controversy.
Ann Turner asserts she
was fired as a "taxi
dancer" at Foofie's nightclub because she weighs
240 pounds, a charge her
former employer denies.
"Ill give anybody a
chance^Mje^heweighs

THIS IS MASH MIAMI WEEK
DO YOU HAVE TICKETS YET?
11$'\

!C

GokJ©Circle
MANAGER-IN-TRAINING

RECRUITING DATE:
SEPTEMBER 26, 1983
Join the highly profitable mass-merchandising
division of Federated Department Stores.
• 50 plus Stores in Four States and Growing
• $600 Million Annual Sales
• Excellent Salary and Benefits
• Outstanding Career Growth Opportunity
We offer professional training for individuals
interested in a retail career in Store
[Management.
Our well structured on-the-job training has
produced consistently good results.
The qualified candidate should possess:
• College degree in business, marketing,
Velated field
Excellent communication skills
• Retail experience preferred
Our next training class will begin in January,
1984.
If your are looking for a career with great
advancement potential in an exciting, fast
growing organization, then GOLD CIRCLE is for
[You!!
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SASTRY, along with two
psychologists from the

Southwest Forensic Piycbiatry Center in Columbus, prepared a courtordered report which said
Jackson was competent to
stand trial. The report also
concluded Jackson waa a
sexual sadist and did not fit
the definition of legal insanity in Ohio statutes.
"He did know what be
was doing was wrong. He
did have the ability to control his action. He does not
meet the criteria (for legal

U.S. questioned as U.N. host
"The members of the
U.S. Mission will be down
at the docks waving you
farewell as you sail into the
sunset, ' Charles
Lichenstein told foreign
colleagues on the U.N.
Host Country Relations

T-SHIRT NIGHT

morning.
Jackson, 39, has pleaded
innocent by reason of insanity to the 60 charges
against him, including 21
rapes, stemming from an
admitted series of attacks.
The trial was moved to the
Summit County courthouse
in Akron because of pretrial publicity in Columbus.

300 pounds," club owner
Ruth Coyle said. "She's
real shy. I didn't say she
was fat, but she would
never even get off the bar
stool. She just sat there
and sat there."
Turner was one of several women who applied for
jobs when Coyle decided to
resurrect the Depressionera practice of offering
women as dance partners
for a price.
The club was once known
as Club Mustang and featured nude dancers, but

that was banned by city
ordinance a year ago. The
club went to five music, but
business sagged badly.
COYLE CAME up with
the idea of reviving taxi
dancers as a way of luring
men to the club.
"Without women in a
bar, you don't have men,
and you don't sell beer or
booze," Coyle said. "I
heard about taxi dancers a
long time ago, from my
father. Taxi dancing got
people through the Depres-

Attention Spring 1984
JOURNALISM 300
CANDIDATES
Students wishing to enroll spring semester
in Journalism 300 Intro, to Journalistic Writing
must fill out a form before Fri., Sept. 30 in
the School of Journalism, 103.University. HfMn.
• JJjtference for admission win fce giveri to , il . I
Journalism majors and RTVF,education and sports
management majors who satisfy the four prerequisites
for the course.

sion, and I'm certainly depressed."
Originally, taxi dancers
worked in dance halls, cabarets and cafes. Men would
pay women for a dance.
At Foofie's, women are
paid a flat 13 an hour and
$1 for each $5 cocktail the
men buy for them.
Coyle launched the idea
Sept. 10, featuring one taxi
dancer at the club. The
idea proved so popular she
put advertisements in local
newspapers for dancers,
and had hired five by Friday.
"A woman in a dress and

Any large pizza
with TWO or more items
|Q«5*

OPiN 4 p.m.

352-5166

.u u« -.urn.
I ) • '■ ' ■'

r->. -

Any medium pizzo
with TWO or more items
lloV Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 10/31/13

Vc*ed Boat Pizza lr.tX.
"^COUPON5

50t OFF

Rugby Twill Collar Shirts
Asst. colors
Reg. »23.00-»24.00

Tues. Only

$17.99
Tues. Eve. Open 'till 9:00 p.m.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St

^exter's Rates...

The following excerpts ore from on
Editorial by THE GRUMPY GOURMET
in the Columbus Dispatch, Sept. 7.
"How do you improve on something at mundane 01 th. old bulky tough submarine sandwich?
Find Ih. tatty antw.r at D.xt.r s It is almost
criminal to coll Dexter s subs tubs. Originally,
when th. submarine tondwMt wot invented it
wot carnival food of more b. ead than substance
Noah Webster s secondary meaning gives
the tub names such as grinder, hero hoogie etc.
Dexter's tube com. 12 woys on a very line whit,
bread, alto boxed therein, and on on excellent
whole wheat bun.
Meat it Ireth dolly. SIking and preparation
ore out in Iron*. A cooler it tilled with Ireth tomatoes, lettuce onions, peppers and cheeses It
jutt t«4ls m. that Dexlw't tubt ar. not th. torn.
at thote conventional pretobs "

The local Dexter* hot been open
since Jon. 13.1983.
Then/ priee HMtmelvo* on
melntalnlnf Hie seme high quality
food t torvlco.

Rny small pizzo or lorge SUB

rPboAjlloV Free Delivery
I IZZCr

ONE COUPON PER PI
PIZZA

OPIN 4 P.m.

' noiii-inin
•■ ">

One day only

Free Delivery

OTOFF
352-5166

''Mi'jiiih IKI)
■■'■■■ I U

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 10/31/83
Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
fCOUPONi

OPIN4P.m

TURNER SAW a sign
outside Foofie's advertising for dancers and, along
with her sister, looked into
it
"I told her (Coyle) I was
not experienced," Turner
said. ''But she hired us
anyway.
"I didnt kow now to approach the men. She never
told us what to do with
them."

-Tuesday SpecialHUM.

However, other majors will be admitted as space
permits. Nonmajors should submit a current copy of
their transcript. Persons who are deficient in
prerequisites should submit a typed letter of petition to
the Admissions Committee of the School of Journalism
explaining their situation.
The four prerequisites are:
1) Grade of C or better in English 112
2) Grade of C or better in Journalism 103
3)Passing score on the English grammar test that is
administered by the Schoolof Journalism
4) Grade point average of at least 2.7 for 30 semester
hours of courses.

92 OFF

high heels gives a different
impression than a nude
dancer." she said. "It's
easier for a man to talk to a
taxi dancer."

EXPIRE8 10/31/83

STOP IN AND JUOOI FOt YOUtMlF.
aerreet

■»

llel.WOOSTttST.

352-5166

Voted Best Pizzo m B.C.
—rrtnonu ■

UPt

Mienes: Ml-4e*7IJH-WI4
■fteMaeSBaakeMeftat*
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Drafted bill helps
seek job equality
COLUMBUS (AP) - The state soon
may have a law restricting the investment of idle state government funds
in U.S. companies doing business in
South Africa.
Rep. John Thompson Jr., D-Cleve, has drafted a bill which he said
seek to overcome racism In
South Africa "by encouraging American companies to set a good example."
Thompson's bill is patterned after a
newly-enacted Connecticut law which
adopts the so-called Sullivan prin-

ciples.
Tbiose principles were promulgated

in 1977 by the Rev. Leon Sullivan, a
board member of the General Motors
Corp., Thompson said. The Sullivan
principles set standards against discrimination in employment because
of race.
The bill also would ban the investment of Ohio funds in companies
which do not recognize the right of
South African employees to form labor unions with the right to strike.
"It is a voluntary code supported by

most large U.S. companies doing
business in the country, Thompson,
who is one of the most Influential
blacks in the Legislature, said.
AFFECTED BY his bill would be
the investment-oriented Public Em?loyees Retirement System, the State
eachers Retirement System, the
School Employees Retirement System, the Police and Firemen's Disability and Pension Fund, the State
Highway Patrol Pension Fund, the
state treasurer's office, and the funds
invested by Ohio's public colleges and
universities.
In addition to prohibiting future
investments in firms which do not
adhere to the Sullivan principles, the
bill also requires divestment within
three years of all investments prohibited by the bill.
Thompson's legislation also calls
for annual reports to the General
Assembly from all state investment
entities with regard to their efforts to
remove the prohibited securities from
their portfolios.

Unseasonable weather hits U.S
by Associated Praes

An early bird snowstorm yesterday buried the greenery of summer
under a foot and a ban of snow In
the Rockies, blocking roads and
causing blackouts, while East
Coast cities broiled in record heat.
Flash floods from up to 10 inches
of rain gushed neck deep across
parts of southern Texas.
Two people were killed in the
crash of a light plane during a
rainstorm Sunday night near Nacogdocbes, Texas, and a 17-yearold pregnant woman drowned
when W car was swept into a rainswollen stream in San Antonio.
With the official end of summer
still two days away, a fast-moving
storm out of Canada spread heavy
snow across much of Idaho and
western Montana, where it was
falling as fast as an inch an hour.
With 17 inches on the ground in
south-central Montana and 14
inches in the suburbs of Helena, the

of ippealing the ruling to
the full court. Don Postma,
a spokesman at GM headquarters in Detroit, said
the company would have
no comment until it reviewed yesterday's ruling.
The VS. District Court
jury in Cleveland awarded
$2.28 million to Dennis
Sours of Kent, Ohio, for
injuries he suffered Sept.
30,1976, when his GM-manufactured 1968 Chevrolet
Camaro slid off state
Route 303 in Portage
County, Ohio, and wrecked
In a ditch. Sours broke his
neck when the car's roof

partially collapsed as the
vehicle rolled over, and the
accident left him a quadriplegic.

THE JURY also
awarded the victim's father, Olen Sours, $49,336 to
cover medical expenses he
incurred on his son's behalf.
The jury concluded that
General Motors was liable
in the accident because it
negligently designed the
car's roof so it could not
withstand the low-:
rollover. The jury i

Fireman... not paramedic
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - After
compiling an unblemished
record for 2V4 years as a
city firefighter, William
Linn found paramedic
training not to his liking.
He flunked out of the
nine-month paramedic
program and as a result
was fired from the fire
department.
Linn, 31. says he can't
handle injecting needles
into people, let alone making Ufe-and-death medical
decisions that sometimes
accompany the job.
The 31-year-old Akron
resident says, "Would you
want somebody like me
coming to your door in an

emergency and trying to
save someone's life?"
Linn said he made it
clear from the start of his
firefightlng career he
never wanted to be a paramedic and is appealing his
firing to the Akron Ctaril,
Service Commission. 11
City officials involved in
the dispute, including
Mayor Roy Ray, don't
deny that some firefighters
had been drafted into the
paramedic program. Fire
Chief James Harris told
Linn's lawyer that some
firefighters are ordered
into paramedic training.
CITY PROSECUTOR
Janice Crossland declined

HOWARD'S e* *

Sours' injuries resulted
from the roofs collapse.
The appeals court panel
concluded that the fury's
BiwWnmi were correct. GM
argued there wasn't evidence to support the jury's
finding.

The company also
claimed that the U.S. District Court erred in excluding evidence that Dennis
Sours was not wearing Us
seat belt when the accident
occurred. But the appeals
judges said the seat belt
evidence, even if admissible, would have had no
bearing on the case in the
way in which it was tried.

to discuss the Linn case
until after she presents the
city's side to the commission on Sept 28.
Linn said be often depended on his physical
strength at fires to rescue
people from burning buildings. He said he entered
firefighting as a career
influenced by an uncle and
two cousins who were firefighters.

"THIS IS about two weeks
," Jack Daseler, meteoroloEwith the National Weather
ce in Cheyenne, Wyo., said.
Record sub-freezing temperatures
of IS to 25 degrees were expected
there overnight. "Something like
this the first of October 5 not
outrageous, but summer isn't even
over yet"
Backyard gardeners covered
their plants as stores broke out
snow shovel displays and street
crews checked their snowplows in
advance of the storm. Ranchers
were advised to protect young and
weak animals from the snow and
wind.
The eight inches of snow on the
ground in Billings, Mont., by noon
broke the record of 6.3 inches for
all of September set in 1982.

Plane

Victim awarded pay

CINCINNATI (AP) - A
federal jury was correct
when it ordered General
Motors Corp. to pay more
than $2.3 million to a man,
crippled in a 1976 auto accident and his father, a U.S.
appeals court ruled yesterday.
A three-judge panel of
the U.S. 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals issued the decision, upholding the finding
of a federal court jury that
heard the case in
ber 1961 in Clevel;
GM has the option of
asking the three-ludge
panel to rehear the case, or

storm pushed eastward into the
northern Plains and southward into
Wyoming and Colorado.

A travelers advisory was i
in northwestern South Dakota and
the Black Hills, where half a foot of
snow was expected and temperatures were expected to plunge into
the 20s.
Elsewhere, the heat wave that
I the worst drought in the
since the 1930s continued
to make news. It reached 93 dein New York City yesterday,
degrees hotter that the previous Sept 19 record set in 1946.
Records of 94 degrees in Baltimore
and Wilmington, Del., 93 in Allentown, Pa., and 89 in Boston also
were set.
IN WASHINGTON, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration released new figures estimating drought damage to crops at
$10 billion, up considerably from
the $7 billion estimated earlier.
The National Weather Service

also warned Easterners toget ready for the other extreme. With the
snowstorm sweeping through the
Rockies and thunderstorms rolling
across the Midwest, the weather
service said the current cool
weather over much of the country
was likely to persist through midOctober.
The outlook called for a 55 to 60
percent chance of below-normal
temperatures in most of the 17
Eastern and Midwestern states
affected by the heat wave. Wanner
than normal temperatures are expected only along the West Coast
the Mexican border and in southern Florida.
on the West Coast, meanwhile,
Tropical Storm Manuel was weakening off the Baja Peninsula, but
was still expected to bring heavy
rains to southern California and
Arizona, with 10-foot surf in San
Diego.

.from page one

lieved to be from the
downed plane, including
five badly mutilated bodies
and several pieces of human flesh. But neither U.S.
nor Soviet authorities have
said what, if anything,
their ships have found.
Meanwhile, the Soviet
government kept up its
campaign, based on the
allegation the jetliner was
on a spy mission, to justify
the missile attack on the
unarmed plane with
people aboard.
AVIATION MARSHAL
Pyotr Kirsanov wrote in
Pravda, the Soviet Communist Party newspai
the plane was delayed 40
minutes in leaving
Anchorage, Alaska, when
it refueled, so an orbiting
VS. spy satellite, the Ferret-D. would be in position

to track the plane's intrusion over Soviet nuclear
installations.
At U.N. headquarters in
New York, Soviet delegate
Igor Yakovlev charged
that the refusal of the governors of New York and
New Jersey to let Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko's plane land at Kennedy

or Newark airports violated the 1947 agreement
between the United States
and the United Nations
providing that U.S. "federal, stale or local authorities" shall not impede the
transit of representatives
of U.N. member countries
to and from U.N. headquarters.

LAW SOCIETY
Organizational Meeting
Wed., Sept. 21, 7:30 p.m.
EVERYONE
WELCOME!

121 Hayes

YOUR BSN IS WORTH
OFFICER'S COiMM
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

2f0 7t.7KacK WfrOUCA.
ATTENTION: ALL SPORTS !
PASS HOLDERS

ARMY NURSE
BEAU YOU <

«•

:<

If you purchased an Al!L -SPORTS PASS but J
i have not picked it up, please stop by
the Memorial Hall Ticket Office as soon
* as possible. Passes can be picked up ONLY
at Memorial Hall, not at Perry Field
1 rw*w*wwwwwwwwwww*wwwwwwww*ww*w

at)

CONTACT
LENSES SALE

ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES
Bring in your soft lenses
and trade up to extended
wear lenses and receive

OFF
OFFER GOOD THRU 10/15/83

Body-building
perms

Student Price
$30 with cut

CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107

• COHAN'S
*i

Stadium Pltu, HI* E. Woo.trr. B.G.
w —^«—* i
m
m
i M

6 bg n«wt/septomb*r 20, 19S3

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
*GET PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
♦ENHANCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
'EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT (Subject to departmental approval)
*EARN MONEY WHILE LEARNING ON—THE -JOB

INTERESTED
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, CONSIDER IT,
IT COULD BE ONE OF THE SMARTEST
MOVES YOU LL EVER MAKE!

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
222 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
372-2451

he Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to
plain the advantages and specifications of the program and
' ie available positions.
Ca'l or Stop By
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sports/wrap
FOOTBALL

SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

MEN'S/WOMEN'S CC

MEN'S/WOMEN'S GOLF

Brigham Young 63
Bowling Green 28

Bowling Green 2
Michigan State 0

Bowling Green's volleyball team
dropped two matches over the
weekend against Central and
Eastern Michigan at Anderson
Arena,

Bowling Greens men's cross
country team suffered its first
deleat while the women's team
finished fifth In the Kentucky
Invitational.

Bowling Green's men's and
women's goiters finished fifth
and fourth In their respective
weekend tournaments.

fajGBY
Bowling Green's rugby team
swept four matches from the
University of Dayton In Its home
opener.

BG loses air battle;
Young impressive
by Tom Hlsek
sporls editor

Sometime back in the 1800's when
Brigham Young lent his name to the
university he founded, academics and
religion were probably the only collegiate topics that gained his interest.
But, if Young were around last
Saturday, he most likely would have
been sitting and munching a hot dog
in BYU's Cougar Stadium in Provo,
Utah - watching great-great-great
grandson Steve Young throw footballs
Uke they were going out of style.
Young passed for five touchdowns
and ran for two himself in picking up
410 yards in total offense to lead B Yu
to a 63-28 stomping of Bowling Green
before a capacity crowd 64,6$.
"I don't think there is any doubt he
is the best quarterback in the nation,"
BG coach Denny Stolz said of Young,
after his squad's record was evened to
1-1. BYU, after losing its opener to
Baylor, is also 1-1.
BUT THIS wasn't a one quarterback race. Looking through the
NCAA statistics for last weekend's
action: BG's Brian McClure was right
behind Young in passing yardage.
McClure set BG records for pass
completions and passing yardage in
completing 30-of-46 passes for 362
yards - once again, without any intert and his Falcons came into the
contest knowing BYU was going to be
a tough nut to crack. BYU is annually
among the nation's top passing teams
and the Cougars were thinking "big
win" in their home opener, and the
64,000 fans were looking for a lot to
cheer about.
Because of the strong, conservative
Mormon influence in Utah, there isn't
much for the natives to cheer about
besides Cougar football - except the
opening of ski season or a new brand
of milk.

So, BG came to Provo with a defensive strategy to combat Young and
quiet his favorite moving object -consensus all-American tight end Gordon
Hudson.
BG USED five defensive backs,
with safety Martin Bayless, another
ail-American candidate, taking Gordon one-on-one. The plan worked, as
Hudson was limited to only three
catches for 35 yards - but eight other
Cougar receivers caught 30 passes for
365 yards.
"We didn't see too many surprises," BYU coach LaVell Edwards
said, commenting on BG's defensive
tactics, "mainly because we never
know what really to expect. We see a
lot of combinations of things people
haven't done before."
After the first quarter, it seemed as
if Stolz' defensive ploy was going to be
the straw to break the camel's for in
this case, Cougars) back, as BG trailed only 13-7.
BYU got on the scoreboard first,
after recovering a BG fumble at midfield. Four plays later, Young connected with Mike Eddo for a 21-yard
completion, putting the Cougars on
top with 9:33 to play in the quarter.
BG came back two minutes later,
after Jim Frericks recovered a mishandled punt. McClure found tight
end Mark Dowdell from eight yards
out, and the score was evened at
seven. With six minutes to play in the
quarter, Young scored on a two-yard
keeper, capping an 83-yard drive and
putting BYU on top 13-7.
THE TWO minute drive, could have
been a squandered effort, if it hadn't
been for a 39-yard pass interference
call against BG - when the Cougars
were looking at a 3-and-20 situation
from midfield.
Hudson was going for a quick six
points, when Young heaved the ball
downfield. Three BG players quickly
converged on the incoming pigskin

Bowling Green's Martin Bayless (15) causes Brigham Young'sSteve Young (8) to cough up the football during last Saturday's
game in Provo. Utah. Rushing in to help are Vince VillanuccK44) and Ramon Cruz (66).

and Hudson - with BG's Lee Williams
coming down with the ball - and the
referee coming down with the flag.
The call gave BYU a first down on
BG's 11-yard line, setting up Young's
plunge. The Falcons seemed to lose
momentum after the interference
call, giving up 22 points in the second
quarter, as BG trailed 35-7 at the half.
BG came back in the third quarter,

scoring three touchdowns. McClure
hit Stan Hunter across the middle,
with Hunter going the rest of the way
for a 76-yard score. Darryl Story
capped an eight play drive with a 15fard run, and Melvin Marshall retimed an errant Young pass 80 yards
for BG's final score.
"When we get 400 yards passing, we
should be in the ballgame, Stolz said.

"We rallied in the third quarter, but
they (BYU) came back. We knew
they would be able to throw the ball
well, there was no doubt about that."
BG MUST now regroup for its MidAmerican Conference opener this
week against Miami (which was
trounced by North Carolina, 48-17) - a
team BG hasn't defeated in a decade.
And Stolz is looking over McClure's

photo/Tim Apoel

fine play to other areas of the team.
"He (McClure) is a good player and
we had a good scheme," Stolz said,
"but that's not my problem now.
"There are other areas of our football
team where we need to work."
FALCON NOTES: Going against
the nation's top punter in BYTTs Lee
Johnson, Jim Phelps averaged 42.5
yards on six punts.

BG men harriers lose while women finish fifth
By Karl Smith
sports reporter

Boa cross country teams ran in
away meets last weekend, with the
men falling to Ohio University in
Athens, while the women came away
from the Kentucky Invitational in
Lexington, Ky. with a fifth-place finish in a field of twelve teams.
Sara Collas was the first BG runner
to cross the finish line, winding up
13th overall. Laura Murphy, a Falcon
Junior, finished seven seconds later in

the 17th position. Terri Gindlesberger, Helen Poe, and Jennie Groves
tiedwith Stephanie Eaton to round out
BG's top five. The fifth-place team
finish was the best in BG history at
the Kentucky Invite.
"We looked pretty good as a team,"
said Collas,"we pulled together and
ran real well."
THE TEAM aspect seems to be
very important for the lady Falcons
as Groves, the team captain, said, "I
faired well (in Kentucky) because of
the team effort. Without Stephanie

FIGHTING

All fought OUt

"9 "ewsft^trck Sondor

Bowling Green volleyball players Joanie Zimmerman (6). Deb Hopkins (4) and Tracy
Uvesey (2) are a picture of dejection as they rest after the Falcons were
defeated by Central Michigan last Friday night at Anderson Arena. BG also
dropped Its Saturday match against Eastern Michigan in Its first home matches.

(Eaton) pushing me, I wouldn't have
been able to make it."
The team made its fine showing
without two of its top runners, JoAnn
Lanciaux and Rosalie Cocita. The two
juniors have been sidelined with injuries, but Groves maintains that their
presence is felt.
"They've been pushing us along,"
Groves said, "they're running with us
again and they're looking good."
The men's team, on the other hand,
found more than they could handle
when they visited Athens. Two OU

runners crossed the finish line before
Dan Gruneisen and Tom Brennan
gave BG the third and fourth spots as
they tied for third. The two frontrunning Falcons were trailed closely
by Scott Creel who placed fifth overBG FRESHMAN Scott Wargo
latched down a ninth-place finish
while Tom Franek secured eleventh.
The gap between Creel and Wargo
was the downfall of the BG harriers,
according to BG coach Mel Brodt.

BG spikers lose two
matches warming up, before making
an impressive showing in the third.
BG seemed to come alive, taking
Even with the borne court advan- advantage of EMU errors, and imtage, Bowling Green's volleyball eressive moves by the senior Renee
team was winless this weekend in its
lanwaring and Hopkins.
first home match against Central and
"I felt we could beat them, but we
Eastern Michigan squads.
played so inconsistently," BG coach
CMU, one of the premier teams in Denise Van De Walle said. "We althe Mid-American Conference, did ways win the third game easily."
away with the Falcons in four games
Against EMU, Manwaring had 10
on Friday night in Anderson Arena. kills and one error in 25 attempts.
CMU outplayed BG 15-4,15-10,14-16, Hopkins also made an impressive
and 15-13.
individual showing with seven kills
The Falcons were competitive and two errors in 18 attempts.
throughout the match, but the experiTeam captain Tracey Uvesey had
enced CMU squad overpowered and three service aces during the match.
outplayed in four games.
Van De Walle said she felt the lady
EVERYTHING SEEMED to click spikers were more competitive
for the lady spikers in the third match against CMU because of the team's
of the night as they struggled to stay tough reputation.
in the game. It was a do-or-die situa'It is easier to get prepared for a
tion for the spikers who were down 10- game if we know what the competi1. But the lady Falcons turned on the tion is like," she said."We weren't
confidence and style, to rally 15 points really sure what to expect from Eastfor the win.
ern.''
BG poured on the pressure during
During both games, BG came on
the fourth and final game, but could strong in the third games but lost the
not overtake the powerful CMU first two testing their team.
squad.
"We needed two games to warm up
Senior spiker Deb Hopkins was Central and Eastern, and the same in
outstanding during the match with 16 the tournament. We can't play every
kills and 2 errors in 33 attempts. match like that," Van De Walle said.
Freshman recruit Lisa Berardinelli
"They are ready every time they go
made three solo blocks against out." she said. " It seems they are
EMU'S best player, JoAnn Hopkins.
still not confident enough in themThe skies over Anderson Arena on selves to believe BG is a winner."
Saturday were gray for the lady FalThe lady spikers will host Michigan
cons as the EMU squad shined on the tonight in Anderson Arena at 7 p.m.
courts at 2 p.m.
BG lost to the UM squad at the
The two squads were mere closely Michigan Invitational tournament in
paired in ability and talent, but BG the quarter finals two weeks ago, but
once again tried to play "catch up" Van De Walle hopes for a closer
throughout the match. EMU ruined match.
the lady spikers' hopes of their first
MAC win, dominating three out of
Van De Walle said last week the
four games, 15-7,158,8-15, and 154.
team's goal is to be competitive and to
THE SPIKERS were plagued with let the other teams know they are not
pasting and serving problems, and going to get an easy win.
the EMU squad took advantage of any
"The team's attitude is changing.
small error.
BG is no longer going to be a puThe Falcons spent the first two shover," the said.
by Jean Dlmeo
sporls reporter

Both teams remain on the road this
weekend, with the lady Falcons competing in the Eastern Michigan Invi-

tational in Ypsilanti, Mich;, while the
men run against Miami in Oxford in a
duel meet.

alcon kickers win;
w<esley scores two
by Steve Quinn
SPOT'S reporter

EAST LANSING, Mich. - The
NFL teams are not the only teams
that have been winning on the road.
Bowling Green's soccer team, now
3-1-1, has been on the road for all
five of its matches this season, and
the road has been anything but a
disadvantage for the Falcons.
Last Saturday, the Falcons continued to show why they are capable of putting on fine performances
on the road by defeating Michigan
State, 24). BG was forced to face
some unfamiliar conditions on
MSU's field. The grass was unusually high, but it worked to the
advantage of BG, more than it did
forhostMSU.
THE SPARTANS showed signs
of fatigue early in the second half
which would probably have been
expected from BG first, because of
the two-and-one-half hour bus trip
before playing on the slow turf.
"I just don't understand it,"
MSU coach Joe Baum said. "We
normally play with a lot more
spark than this - today it just was
not there. Don't misunderstand
me, they (BG) really deserved to
win. Their overall speed was much
better than ours."
Because of a pulled muscle in the
abdominal region to senior defenseman Bart Markel, BG was
forced to enter the match with a
change in its original lineup. It is
not yet known when Markel will be
back in the starting lineup.
BG junior Pete Tatley replaced
Markel, and along with rest of the
defense, did not give the Spartans
much of an opportunity to score.
MSU had only 12 shots on goal, four
coming in the first half, and managed only two legitimate threats
late in the match.
THE FIRST threat came when
Spartan toward Mike Maichen attempted to deflect a pass with his
head into the Falcon goal, but
instead, sent the ball left of the net.
MSU's only other chance was foiled
by goalkeeper Kim Bucher when
he dove to his left to record one of
three saves for the game.
"Kim had a great day today, BG
coach Gary Palmisano said. "He

has played very well the last few
games. A lot of people have been
wondering if he could replace Joe
Koury. We knew skill-wise he could
be just as good, if not better."
Not only did the defense perform
well, but the midfielders and the
fowards provided enough pressure
to keep the Spartans off-balance
for most of the match. Throughout
the first half, the Falcons continuously put on a strong attack but
the Spartans would not break, and
when the first half was over both
teams were scoreless.
In the second half, BG picked up
right where it left oft, ana this time
the pressure was just too much for
a tired Spartan team. With just two
minutes expired, sophomore Dennis Wesley tallied, with an assist
coming from Mark Jackson. It was
not until the 31:00 mark that Wesley scored again, beating Spartan
fullback Tom Froman to a loose
ball, and nailing a 30-yard shot past
MSU goalkeeper Paul Zimmerman.
"I don't believe in wasting
time," Wesley said. "If you are
going to start pressuring, yon
aren't going to wait 20 minutes. I
have always played my game that
way. The overall game was a team
effort, not just one person."
WITH SATURDAY'S performance, Wesley now leads the Falcons in goals with five, and total
points with 11.
Last Saturday's game also
helped ease a few pre-season concerns for Palmisano.
"They (the BG defense) have
really come together as a unit,"
Palmisano said. "You can score
three goals and still lose 3-4. 80
percent of your game is defense.
"My other concern was in
depth," he continued. "I am really
proud of our bench. Billy Roberts
came off the bench and played real
well today. People like Tom House
and Gary Mexicotte come off the
bench really poised. It is hard to
tell they are freshman,"
The Falcons conclude their road
campaign today, when they face
Ohio Wesleyan in a 7:30 p.m.
match. It has been four years since
BG last defeated Wesleyan, while
losing last year's meeting. 2-1.

sportsTomczak ready for Iowa game BG rugby sweeps Dayton
S bg newsyseplember 20.1983

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Mike Tomczak, Ohio
State's quarterback, believea the Buckeyes will
experience no letdown this
Saturday, not with host
Iowa coming up in a Bis
Ten Conference football
opener.
"I think we can get back
up again," Tomczak said
yesterday, two days after
leading the Buckeyes to a

24-14 nationally televised
non-conference upset at
Oklahoma.
Against the Soooers be
completed 15 of 25 passes
for two touchdowns and 234
yards.
"The Big Ten means a
lot to us," said the junior
quarterback, appearing at
Coach Earle Bruce's
weekly news luncheon.
"I've never been to the

Rose BowL Only the seniors know what it means
to get back out there."
Tomczak says the Buckeyes have been looking forward to playing Iowa for
the last three seasons. The
schools did not meet the
last two vears and shared
the 19il conference
chunptofaaMiip wltiT lows
going to the Rose Bowl and
Ohio State to the Liberty

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS/GROUPS/CLUBS
PRESIDENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES
USG & The Office of Student Organizations
cordially invite you to the Intrauniversity
Presidents Council Meeting to be held
this evening, Tues., Sept. 20, at 9:00 pm
in the Taft Room of the Union.
(NOTE CHANGE IN LOCATION)
Come and share your ideas, comments
and concerns as campus organizations.
We're here to help.

Bowl.
Bruce, meanwhile, said
Iowa, W> like the Buckeyes, has its beat talent
ever. '"They can compete
with anybody in the country," he said
'Tney will not use anything we don't expect. The
secret to the game will be
the offensive and defensive
lines - who dominates the
line of scrimmage," Bruce
said.
Controlling the line,
Bruce said, was the reason
the Buckeyes beat Oklahoma for the first time and
Save him his first victory
i seven attempts against
the Sooners. He lost six
straight times to Oklahoma when he guided Iowa
State.
"Oklahoma is a very
physical team and to limit
them to 177 yards was a
great job," he said. "They
turned to passing to try to
move the ball. Keeping
them to 14 points is an
outstanding job, especially
at borne.
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Have in common?
THEY ARE ALL SIGMA CHI'S
Come by and see what sets us apart
Tues., Sept. 20 Delta Zeta Dancers
Thurs.. Sept. 22 Chi Omega Dancer
-Tie and Coat Night"EX Fraternity-All-Sports Champion"
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Bowling Green rugby followers
slept a little easier after Saturday's
four match blowout of the
Universtiy of Dayton at College
Park Field. The Falcons swept the
four-match series with the Flyers
with scores of 2M, 144, 21-0, and
234.
After last week's ties with low
ranked OSU-Lima, there were
many that were wondering if BG's
high-tide of success had finally
gone out. Whatever problems the
team may have had the week before, were gone by halftime of the
first match aided in part by personnel changes, and, in true Rockne
tradition - a stirring halftime talk
by BG coach BUI Cotton.
BEHIND IN the first match 8-4,
spurred on by Cotton, the Falcons
took the field for the second half
like a disturbed hornets' nest.
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Whatever success UD had with
moving the ball, quickly ended as
every Flyer carrier attracted a
boat of BG tacklers. Denied access
to the goal line, UD was left to
spending the rest of its day trying to
merely cross the 50-yard line.
BG s Brian Kinsuatter scored
the Falcons first try, while centers
Glen Schwab and Mike Skelly and
lock Mark Comte picked up tries in
the second hall. Schwab also
picked up tries in the second half.
Schwab also tagged the Flyers for
three conversion kicks and a penalty kick.
SENT REELING. UD never recovered frome their second half
let-down. In the second match, the
Falcon offense slowed down just a
bit, but got cranked up again in the
third and fourth matches. Jonh
Stefano, Chuck Smith, and Paul
Schloemer scored tries, and Stefano added a conversoin kick for a
14-0 victory.

By the third match, BG had
begun to insert several rookies.
"It was great to see the enthusiasm of the new players," Cotton
said. "They have picked up the
game very quickly, and that helps
the overall performance of the
squad."
BG rookies Gary Kirk and John
Ryner, along with veterans Terry
Busch and Fred Parshall scored
tries in the third match as the
Falcon rookies put on a display of
devastating tackles. Parshall also
booted a conversion and penalty
kick in the 21-0 win.
The onslaught continued unabated in the fourth match as
rookie wing Jeff Weemhoff scored
twice and Dan Burkholder and
Mike McKeon also scored tries.
Team captain. Dave Meyer added
a penalty and two conversions to
close out the scoring in the 234
victory.

Celeste campaigns for Tribe

"We had 80 plays on offense and had the ball 38
x minutes to 24 for Oklat-i homa. I'd take that anyX time, especially against
tl Oklahoma. That's dominaX tion. It's the
itest deM fense you coul have."
X
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by Roger Manorella
sports reporter

UNIVERSITY ought to be in the 1990s, we
HEIGHTS, Ohio (AP) - have to keep the Cleveland
Gov. Richard Celeste said Indians in Cleveland," the
yesterday that he will use governor said at a lunthe influence of his office to cheon speech at John Cartry to make sure the Cleve- roll University, which
land Indians remain in sponsored a forum on
northeastern Ohio in the
Cleveland.
"If Ohio will be what it 1990s.
*&Q 4>A6 *A8 *AG #A8 *A6 #A8 »A9 *A6 *AG *&Q

Phi Delta Theta
RUSH

Dogs-n-Chips
September 20th
MEXICAN NIGHT!
September 22nd
All dates are at the same time,
7:30- 9:00 p.m.
At 507 E. Merry St.

"I'm speaking now in
hard-nosed, practical
terms," the governor said.
"I'm not saying this because I'm a Cleveland Indians fan or because it's
popular to say this. In
terms of sound economic
development, if we can't
keep major league baseball here, we can't ask for
major league treatment in
any other area."
The for-aale sign was
officially put on the franchise last week by Patrick
J. O'Neill, the team's
board chairman who took
over after the recent death
of the Indians' majority
owner, F.J. "Steve" O'Neill.
Celeste said be will
with trustees of
aaamaasaaaiai
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Look for the
Gavel on the
stands Sunday j

LAYER CUT

Coupon good
Sept. 20 thru
Sept. 22
With this ad

•CUT
• CONDlTON(«S

• SLOW 0»»
•Doe) not xxiude
shampoo

MIAMI
COUNT
DOWN
-4

Little Kings Xll's

Cleveland State University
to see if plans for a statefinanced convocation center "can somehow be married with a notion of a new
physical facility suited to
this (baseball) enterprise."
Celeste later said he will
ask the trustees to determine if the convocation
center can be expanded to
include a stadium suitable
to and benef ittinc both the
needs of the Indians and
the university.
"I think that sould be
explored," Celeste said.
"It goes to our commitment to building on what
we already have here, and
that's as true of the Cleveland Indians as it is the
steel industry."
loeeoaeoe
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THE"Wh»r»HAIR
REPAIR
Quality Comti Firtt"
Open 10am-6pm

MAKE YOUR SUMMER LAST\

m.JM-is**.
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KVve

A LITTLE LONGER!

SAILING CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
.222 Math Sci.
Tues. Sept. 20
9 p.m.

For more info, call
Dawn 352-5536

Is Coming
Cut Out
Smoking
For 24 Hours

Nov. 17
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Brian Pummill
Doug Lehner
Neil Neroni
Thorn Kerka
Jim Casey
Mike Baldridge
Matt Tourt
Rob First
Doug Moore
Doug Post
Jim Schaffer

^K

WE PROUDLY ANNOUNCE
OUR FALL PLEDGES!
GREA T JOB BROTHERS

Brian Ravencraft
Mark Smith
George Mandos
Brad Lodge
Chris Bowmen
Rob Weckman
Mike Taylor
Jerry Gordon
Steve Huffman
Mike Spadaro
Jim Medenis
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, American Heart
'Association
WE'RE HGHTING FOR YOUR UFE

CONVENIENT

24-HOUR BANKING

photo/Tim Appel

Bowling Green's Martin Bayless (15) and Larry Stratton (42) tackle an unidentified Brlgham Young player during last
Saturday's game in Provo, Utah.

REWARD FOR
BRUTUS THE CAT

Golfers beaten
by Ted Passante
sports reporter

Also contributing to the
Falcon cause were Dan
Connelly, with a 231 total,
Randy Stocke, 234; Brad
Meek, 237; and Tim Rodgerswitham

It was a tough weekend
for the Falcon golfers as
both the men's and women's team finishes left
them just out of the hunt.
The lady linksters meanThe men's team, playing while, were busy trying to
in a touranment that ap- defend their Wolverine Inpeared to shape up as a vitational title, in which
battle of Eastern powers, they upset Michigan State
Bowling Green and Kent last year. However, their
State, never materialized. f ortunes were not as good
A southern "power," Loui- as last year's, as MSU
siana State, snuck in and came back to capture the
won the tournament, but tournament they lost last
not without a stiff chal- year.
lenge from KSU.
THE LADY Falcons finBG FINISHED fifth with ished fourth, three stokes
a team total of 901, 22 out of third place, but 64
stokes off the pace set by strokes behind the tournaLSU. It was not bad for the ment champion Spartans,
Falcons, who had not seen with a team score of 1014.
Susanne Ohlsson led the
the course until this weeklady Falcons with a score
end.
Pat Shaw, the only BG of 246 on rounds of 82-64-80,
player to play on the good for ninth place individually.
,
course before the _.
35 Other scores for the Fair
I was the top finisher
cons were Claire Batista,
Falcons, placing fifth
vidually out of 160 players with 250, Jenny H jalmquist
withrounds of 74-7S-76, 261. Allison Andrews 262,
good for a 223 total - seven and Sandy Ensminger with
a 269
over par.

r

P'

On 9/12, Brutus was lost in the area of Napolean and
High. He is a grey, short-haired, nutured, male and is
wearing a red collar. Please call 352-7627 if you have
found him.

ABC SAVERS
En|oy 24-hour bonking.
Including a monthly statomont and Interest.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Grew, OH

Tho ABC Savor account allows those who have
only a savings account to have an
ABC 24-Hour Tailor Cord.

•all utilities included «gas heat •laundry
facilities • drapes •carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool •sauna
- $270-furnished $250-«pfpolished11

■

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

'

Mid/lm

$300-fumished $280-unfumished
plus lights

Mid American
National Bank
AVustCo.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom
•

■ Monthly statement. . .
showing transactions.
Tho statomont will show
service charges for
withdrawal and intorost
oarnod.
- Initial charge of $3.00 for
ABC Card.

- Minimum Deposit $25.00.
• No monthly maintenance
foe.
- Intorost on account when
the intorost exceeds
$1.25 in any quarter.
- $.30 for each withdrawal.

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

FALCONS FLY
MIAMI FALLS

KAREN HEMSOTH. SUPERVISOR
University Banking Center and
Bpwllng Green State University Student Union Lobby

"Tho Friendly Bank"
S LOCATIONS
BOWLING GREEN

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

TUESDAY is
LADIE'S NIGHT
with the
MALE Fantasy Show

Ladles' Admission $2.00 until
9:30 p.m., free after 9:30
Men's Admission $1.00 after 9:30
BUTTONS Lounge open till 9:30 w/no cover
874-2253
M7S
US. 21

^BUTTON'S

■OWUNaOMEN

TOLEDO

1-71

Mr
SIGN UP NOW!
for the

GOLF
TOURNAMENT
Samsky S«ft. 25
B6 6WfCM

•too

atr.3

UOO/HisM iMUt artM tMs,
TIM, MtftfftQI Ml pfutt

SIGN UP BY SEPT 21 IN UAO OFFICE OR
BG GOLF CLUB

DAT-LSAT
GREPSKCH-GREBIO-OCAT
VAT-MAT-SSATPSAT
SATAOWWEMTSACT

TKn-MW-MniJ.M
FLEX-YQE
NDBIJ
CPA- SPEED READMG

Something
Fit lor All Aerobics
Slimnastics
Weight Training
Windsurfing
Frisbee Golf
Nautilus 4 Universal

FieuMe Peea/ame a Movre
Visit Any Center And See For Vourse/f
Why W» Metre The Drfference

3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH
538-3701

I

-R

Everyone

OPEN ARCHERY HOURS
Monday 6:30-8:30 p.m.
,

Thursday 8:00-10:00 p.m.

Saturday 1:30-3:30 p.m.

BACK THIS YESHI

Water Volleyball
Squash
Badminton
Platform Tennis
Scuba
Therapeutic Swim
Swim and Stay Fit 4 more

Fitness at Five - Every Friday at 5:15

MPUN
10 1
S2SSI
CWTM "*

A Drop-in. vigorous aerobic exercise program!

Special Program Registration - September 6-16

Outside NY. Stale Only CALL TOLL FREE: IN 723 171?
Centers m Majer US Cities.PueTto Rico end 'oronto, Caaade

PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP

For

For more information call 372-2711

i
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
September 20. 1983
The tceowing employees w« M on
campus me mt ol OctoMr 3.1983
to mum intereolod L ami Jain
Sign-Up on WMMOy. Septamber
21. lor me toaowing scrtedutee SignUp w* be held In m« Forum ol tax
Student Servicee Bulding from 7:30
AM 10 800 AM lor Employ..
Schedules (Buaeveaa. Oovwrmnt.
Agencakt. and Graduate Schoola)
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE
TURNED IN FOR EACH INTERVIEW
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE
SKIN—UP PROCEDURE: A! ma hma
ol Sign-up. you must present Student
I D along *rtth a copy ol your Craoanha) Form lor each evtervlew or over
(low you schedule
Qualified
canrjrjates are thoaa who meal the
academe degrees, majors, and graduation dales requested by the employers Hated below Thoaa who do
not meet these recjueemenla wi not
be ntervwwed Only parmanant featdents IU S cabana) are considered
unless otherwise indicated The number r, | ) ndicatea me number ol
schedules requested by the employer (#) indicates the employer has
also scheduled a recruiting data m the
Spring
BUSINESSES ANO ORGANIZATIONS
ARTESIAN INDUSTRIES
Mansfield OH. 10-4-83. Sales Rep
B/Mktg . Dae Grade (1) 12 slots
CF AIRFREIGHT. MC . Mr. of Consokdated Freigbtways. Inc . Indaanapoia. N. I0-4-B3. SALES TRNEE:
Preler B/Mktg. but w* conaider
other majors Preler GPA 2 8 minimum overall. Dec Grada. (1) 12
slots

FWTO-LAY. INC . Daaaa TX 10 4
83. FIRST UNE PROO SUPV aVEtoe. Tech . kekj Tech . Prod /Opar .
Food Sd . Dec Orada (1113 stota
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Aircraft Engine Bus Group. 10-443.
MFRQ
DEVELOP
PROGRAM
R/Proc./MMI. pralar Dae Grada. wa
conekjer May. Aug.. Grads (2) 13
etots and ■ atota
ITT TELCOM. Columbua. OH. 10-4
83. SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGRS
B/M Comp. So but wl ocnaMar
SaenaaC or Technical Progremrrvrvj
Dae, May Grada (1) 12 slots
NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
Ptnaburgh. PA. 10-4-83. MGMT
ASSOCIATE eVProd./Oper.. Dae..
May, Grada. (1) 8 slots MGMT
ASSOCIATE
BVProd/Maa
Dae.,
May. Grade (1) 7 slots
NCR CORPORATION. Clayton. OH.
10-44)3. MKTG REP
aVMMg .
Dae
Grade (1)
PROG/SYST
ANAL
BVComp. So
MB. Dec
Orada HI. SALES REP B/MJdg..
Acct. Dae Grade (1). Alabova 13
slota each achadule
AMOCO PtWCUCTlON COMPANY.
Houston. TX, 10-5-83. 104J-83,
GEOLOGIST: GEOl DEPT . ( Summar Employment only). M/TJ Gad.
Grad In IMS. (1) 13 aMa each
FIRESTONE THE 1 RUBBER CO..
Attron, OH. has changed data Irom
10 5 83 to 1-24-84
FIRST INVESTORS CORPORATION.
Toledo. OH, 10-6-83. REGISTERED
REP: BYCd. ol Bus Adrian, or
Econ.. Coram, Psych Dae.. May
Grada 14) 14 slots ee achadule S
■da Pressri Maori at Placement. 8 30
to 10:00 AM.
LEVER BROTHERS
COMPANY.
CM.eland. OH, 10-5-83, SALES
REP.. BVMMg . Mrjmt.. Dec . May
Grada (2) 10 slots each achadule

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Modern wrap
Fictional falcon
Like a June day
Melodic sounds
Become vapid
Arabian garment
Strange, in
"
Kspltsl"
Edinburgh
Wading bird
Arabic name
Lacking
success
Words ol
Done
understanding
Knowing
Oriental title
Land measure
Place for justice
Missing from a
Lounging spot
rolling stone?
Dutch commune
Chinese dynasty 63 Sheltered spots
Olthepasl
64 Safe place: Abbr.
Momentary relief
Static, for
example
DOWN
Chemistry suffix
Slight advantage 1 Marathoner
Bankroll
2 Nest
Stitch style
3 Rakes
Unmasks
* Locale of Pol. and
Port.
Freud's concern
Italian money
5 Penzance
resident?
Philippines chiefs
In unison
Rocky place
Papal name
Seraglio area
Popular
Dawn
confection
No longer chic
Forgets
Dance step
Opening night
Links hazard
or] of ear
VIPs

ACROSS

1
5
9
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
27
28
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

11 Stationer's
measure
12 British composer
15 Whirlpools
17 Archaic pronoun
22 Opera house
areas
24 Carpel feature
27 Consume
29 Oriental rulers
30 Venetian
magistrate
31 Equine sound
32 Verdi work
33 Arm bands
34 Blarney or hokum
37 Of the brain
38 Salient angle
40 Drive aground
41 Rica dish
44 Thou-shalt-nots
40 Bitter drugs
47 Unfinished metsl
product
48 Something
developed
49 Holy: Prefix
50 Sandy ridge
51 "Let
eat..."
52 Gambling mecca
57 One, In Paris
58
Palmas

FORD MOTOR COMPANY. Dear
bom. Ml, 10-8-83, TO BE ANNOUNCED AT SIGN-UP SESSION
PAUL HARRIS STORES. Fhdtoy.
OH. 10-8-83. STORE MQR ASST
STORE MGRS
B/Retaa SeBny/Satee. Home Ec . Te«t/cioth . Dae ,
May. Aug.. Grada (2) 9 slots each
. ecnaduta
Side Praaantabon at
Placement. 8.30 to 9 30 AM
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORA
TKJnVOOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO.
Mat. Dry Long Beach CA. 10-8-83.
MATERIAL COORD
B/M Proa.
Log*. Opar. Dec Grads HI 12
■tola.
THE MEAD CORPORATION. Dayton.
OH.
10-8-83. PROGRAMMER
BVComp Sd . MIS, Dae Grada. (1)6
slots HUMAN RES TRNEE B/Pera .
H.R.M . or MBA with Pars concen
•anon. Dec Grada (1)8 Blots ENT
LEV
STAFF ACCT
HO-7-83)
RAcci. Dae. Orada, (1) 12 slots
PARKER HANNIFIN CORPORATION.
Cleveland. OH. 10-7-83. ACCT TRNEE B/Acct. Dae Grada ID 13
•tots
PAYLESS CASHWAYS. INC . Kansas Cay. MO, 10-7-83. RETAIL
MGMT
TRNEE
B/Bus
Mgmt .
Mktg . Gen Bus . Dec . May Grada/
|l| 12 slots

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Al Education malora. organizational
mtg lor SNEA-Tuee Sept 20 at 8
pm. 112 We Sd Btdg
American Marketing Association
Meeting Tuesday. Sept 20 at 7.30
pm in McFal Canter Guest speaker
« Bd Prabe. Economist from Dana
Corporation Al members are encouraged to attend

ASM wM hold a meeting Thurs
Seel. 12 at 7:30 pm In IA 110. Flo
Lehraen Irom the Placement Oil Ice
was apeak an career opportunities
In MS.
Ann CaaapMS Scouts, and anyone
rtereeled In campus scouts PunPan and aavae Party Wad1 Bring
your tnands' 7:30 EppW South
Stats
Pro • Law Society Organizational
Mnang wad. Sapt 21, 730 pm.
121 Hayes Had Everyone Welcome'
Ski Club msating Sept.21, Wad.
7:»>.070OssaTBB>nltBB.
Student Parsormal Aaaociation The
Nat meeting wt> be held 7 30 9:00
PM . Wad . Sapt 21 In 212 McFal
Center Guest speaker: Chuck Gal
Isghar. who at an A SPA Rap.
Membership sign-up al are weiStudente For Animals Meeting Tuaadsy Sapt 20 at 8 00 p.m.. 107
Henna Hal Coma sea what Ha al
about
The 80SU Selling Club will hold en
organizational mealing tonight at 9
pat In room 222 Math Sd. This la
open to all seHore and those interested In learning to sail.
WATERSKI WATERSKI WATERSKI
BGSU WATERSKI TEAM wl have
an organizational meeting Wednesday Sapt 21 at 8 00 in 114 BA tor
al thoaa xitereeted in competitive
siding. No prior tournament experience necessary Any questions can
352-3969
RACOUETBALL CLUB
CIRGANlZATlONAL MEETING
Open to al • Wad Sept 21. 8pm m
room 105 South Hal

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: UMBRELLA AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER
THURS., AUG. 11. CALL 372-2111 to
eta**.
Found: Sat Ol 6 keys near candy
mecrxne «i U Hal. eel 2-2877 to
Identity

RIDES
Hey Tiger Tene4 need a ride to
Tiger stadium tor the twl-nlghl double header with lha birds on Tuee.
Spat Gas Please call Mlchael-352-

SERVICES OFFERED
Typing Daaartaoona. thaeia.
352 0635 or 372-2261.
Quick and efficient typing dona Wi
accept short nobca typing 90* page
Cal 372-1191
Coeege Special 5 00 Hairstyle
(Shampoo. Condrhon. Cut. Btowdry)
For Students and Faculty
Ask for
CAROL Expires 9 24/83 FALCON
CUPPER 352-8200. 141 W Woostar
Typxvj-low rates Check out our protessionaly typed and written resumes
too 352-5787

PERSONALS
SAILORS HAVE MORE FUN!!
AlCampus Rety. Maah Miami. Sat
Conkkn Courtyard. 12 noon
ALL-SPORTS PASS HOLDERS II
you purchased a paaa but have not
picked it up. please stop by the
Memorial Hal Ticket Office thai weak
Passes can be picked up ONLY at
Memorial Hal, not at Perry Fartd
American Marketing Association we
be extendatg their membership drive.
Interested students may sign up
Sept 21-23 in the BA buxdmg and
also on Sapt 20 at the 1st meeting in
McFal Canter Students who signed
up si the Spring are reminded that
they owe an additional $10. due to an
mcraaaa m National Dues Don 11 miss
thai opportunity to plan lor your future-Sign up now and get involved'
A special thanks to the Slaters ol
Alpha XI Daaa for dancing on
Thursday night. You wars greet.
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi.
BG-Miaml Footbal Tickets on Sale Al
week Avoid long anea at the
gate S2 00 General Admission
BIOLOGY MAJORS!' Unique oppor
tunaies lor paid Interahips at A/some
National Laboratories snng and summar Apcecahons due Oct 15. Sea
Dr Trapeux. rm 202 LSB
B G Phanarmofxe. Sapt 25 at 3 pm,
Kobacker Hal. FREE!
Check ua lor lew
SHk screening prices.
Jeans N' Things. 531 Ridge St

I'd Ska to wish you a very Heavy
20th Skihday. The peat sear
montha here been lerHeeac and I'm
tooling forward to lha future! Lore
Ahaaya. iPtoneso
Dae. May. Aug.. Orada ...
Need help In your job hunt? Lett
chance to attend placement orientation mssang Wad. Sapt 21. el 6
p m m Forum ol St. Sorv.
Delta Sigma Pi Not mat a club, its a
fraternity Not kjat a Iralerntty. n the
business fraternity' "kilo rate" on
Wed. Sept. 21 at 8:00 pm In 222
ED Stopby our Into tables (9/14-15,
9/19-21) to find out more1
02, PM Mu, Alpha XL and XO
dancers • Thanks lor year partormence at last Thursday's rush
Love, The Brothers ol lag Ep
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
Organuational Meeting Tues . Sapt
20 at 8 30 pm 207 Hanna Ware
around to help
FLU'S- Thanks tor a FANTASTIC
warm up! We can't watt at our next
one!! Love. Alpha XI Data
Free BGSU transfer
on any ol our shirts
Joans N* Trxhfla 531 ledge 31
FRIEND. HAPPY
YOUII FBKNOV

20TH,

I

SME
SOCIETY OF
MAhlUFACTlJRwiO ENGINEERS
Get Aquemted Meeting
m aaaocaalnn wan today's
and tontorrow'a proleesionels
Wad. Sept. 21 at 7:30 pm
Room 127. Tech BUg
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CM
WOULD LKJE TO CONGRATULATE
PAUL KUhaER ANO NICK-NtCK ON
THEIR LAVAUEPJNQ PAUL. YOU
HAVE NOW BEEN HOOKED
BOOKED AND 7 ALSO DAVE ST
CHARLIE GOT PINNED TO MM
WAS IT THE PH THATS THROUGH
YOUR EAR? TWO MORE SIGMA
CHTa-PHI MUa BITE THE OUST
The •reSTten el aasaaa CM aawM
•ke ta thank the dancers fram Pnl
Ma tor the greet aha* on Thursday
Tim aaTOffetVfS Of Mflleajl FTll CPaMIVfl

parllclaalad In the Ska Ep Mud Taf.
We hose everyone had an excahom
aVaa. We knaat aw dhtl
The Brothers oi Skaraa PhJ EpeHon

GREEK DAY
AT THE FOOTBALL GAME
• • • SATURDAY • • •
LET'S 00 FALCONS
H04JOAY BaN* • • MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALL THE TaViE'
H ChMeene.
Have I told you laieiy that "I Love
You1'
Your favorite (pet) ammai
Jackie. Deb. and Sue • Thanks tor
maksig my Birthday so greet1 I loved
the cake1 Love, Kim
LOCKER BOOM
108 N. MAW
20% OFF HOCKEY STICKS. GOLF
COVERS SHORTS, HATS
treat the ok)...
CANDY-GRAMS
Today In the Union Oval
Sponsored by ROYAL GREEN

SAILORS HAVE MORE FUNIII
RITA. CONGRATS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO BOB YOU MAY BE
THE FIRST McNUGGET TO GO. BUT
OH HOW WE ALL LOVE YOU SO
LOVE. C.J.P.C.
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
Organizational Mealing Tues Sapt
20 at 8 30 pm 207 Hanna we're
around to help.
RUSH DELTA UPSILON LITTLE SIS'Wadnaaday night la Mexican Nifht,
7:30. Across from Main Library.
RUSH ' RUSH ' RUSH ' RUSH
SKATING CLUB TOtwOHT
HO PM at the ICE ARENA

Congratulations Tlggor on your engagement to Dave" Your Dae Gee
SeHera are super excited lor you

Skiers, gat peached tor a greet
taaaea. First meeting on Sapt. 21 ka
070 Overman Hall, 7:10. Ski ya
there and mink snow and parMeel

CongrstulatKjns Pi Kappa Phi tootbal
"A" team on your 40-6 romp last
week That waa the flrat step to an
undeleatad season • let's keep it
gomgi Go Pi Kapppa!

PLAIwaalO A PARTY?
FOR QUARANTEED SUCCESSI
FANTASTIC MUSIC I ANO A OREAT
TIME-YOU NEED THE PARTY PEOPLE. CALL Cheryl Henke 17H187.

FOR SALE
MARSHALL 60 WATT HEAD.
OVATIOIwuTUITAR. MIKES. PEDALSAND EFFECTS CALL FOR INFO

352-3785
Far Sake: Sears Street playerfreAbVFIt rada> mcladaa luM case ol
Sarack tapes. Eicaham condition.
Beet otter Phone 3S4-3I02 after
frllSJh.
Fender ttrrascaatar btsck wiraapks
neck and sraasale bar-good condtrlen S4O0.0O
2» nation Aquarium sat up wfhood.nMlfpf. Of •!'•', mien' ■no MfMI
aaaad S7I JO. Cad SS4-1SW.
Leather Coat Fur Kind, hooded and
vary warm, waist length 150 00
3542182

The Srathars et Sigma I
aaah to seaexelak.il Steve Smrtt tor
being aepolntad Acting Director ol
Sports tokai astauiL

Desk $40. Portable Dlahwaahar
S40. Metal aheMng S16. 12 cemenl
blocks and 6 rxanted boards-beat
otter Mate drapes a curtaine beat
oiler. Al In good condition 352

WOULDNT YOU RATHER BE SAlWO?

9224 9-9.

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cat EM.PA 352-9111 or 3520082

Toyota' 71. $800 or beet otter Good
condition Many new parts 3521275 or 352-6169

Omt Smoking wah Hypnoaai
382-8777

inmWITWat Couch $48, Deek $t$.
TaMa $2$. WM nagotlete 152-1212.

THE BALLOONMAN
DELIVERS BALLOONS,
A MESSAGE ANO A SONG.
18*8081

House for sale Historic country
home (and grant - 1800s) 4 Bdrm
2 acres land 20 mm from B G CM
332-7188.

Ceases Station - Book parhaa with
ua, we can handst your naada wSh
only a short one day notice 3521223

For Sato. 12x85' trator at Gypakt
Lena. Good Condition Moatfy turraahed plus a utBty shed $3,100 or
beetoNar cal 256-7790

1 FEMALE ROOMATE TO SUBLEASE APARTMENT 407 5th ST
APT. 12. NKE. B496/SEMESTER
(DISCOUNT FOR 1ST MONTH)
CALL 352 0144 OR 823-3370.

FOR RENT

MASH MIAMI
NEW THIS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-9
rX/WnTOWN

House parerata) Ive-tv Balersweet
Farme - Exctang community for Autieac Adults Whaahouaa, Oh 475-

am en Me new peaNton aa acting
director of Untvererty Placanvant

LOVE

OrXDEN KEY MEMBERS than wHI
be a assBMne, to elect offtcere on
Sept 21 at apm In 102 BA,

Persons to operate beget pueh cart.
Experience preSoilod
Appty at
Jack's Bakery. 1448 E Wooatsr.

StSO per menth 4 HeMs S phone.
7th and hfcah. Can Marty 11*8088
orlS*2SSSF RMTE NEEDED TO SHARE 2
ROOM 2BATH APT S500 00 PER
SEMESTER CALL LUCY HEISLER
AFTER 6 PM. 362-8038.
1 F Roomate lor Spring Semamatot
S136 a month.»v3udes at Jtill I
Uaa of outdoor pool S recraarional
tacaVata Cal Alee 352 5446
Uasm Camera SLR. knarahsness
ble lenses. Cal VtoU 2-4421 or
(aha, apm) 2-zaoi

■

WAT
HELP WANTED
Woman's Reg footbal ntSxaalalnll
reeled In ryrficssang, coma to
workahop tor ortickaa. Oct 16 from
IS pm. m 116 Eppkar C» Aim*
coma! Pick up a referral al Student
Employment office For more IrrtorrraMton coma to 108 Studant Rec
CTyaromuTBj price
Earn doaara aeBng Avon Products
For more JrvJrsmvdton pis ass eel
Phyaa at 352 5633

PARTY ROOM FOR RENT New*/
decorated, approprxrte for wadding
receoeone. banowets fraternity and
aoronty iunctione 2 lerge rooms.
band stand and dance floor, fenced
courtyard with table*
rUtchen
acsappad with stove and refrigeretora For mora-into cat 352-9378
After 6 caj 362-7324
APARTMENT FOR RENT 3-4 PERSON. MONTHLY RENT. FURNISHED. UNIVERSITY COURT8
APARTMENTS. APPLY AT AM
HERST VILLAGE OR CALL 3525706
ANSWtn TO PnEVHXIl PUZZLE:
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Does Your Organization
Need Money?

Come be a part of the
Falcon Sports Festival
th
m
October 9
1-4P

Members of your group can run, golf, throw or
kick their way into fame and fortune.
For more information:
Call the BGSU Athletic
Department at 372-2401

